
Jamey & Gretchen Pappas, Cru, Cal Poly.  

Before Covid, CRU had a very large (think hundreds) weekly meeting.  Rethinking how

to do this meeting, leadership came up with a plan for 4 different online meetings all at

the same time, on different subjects.  Each had a virtual "mixer", teaching, and breakout

discussion groups.  Ask God to continue to bless these meetings & increase attendance in

the coming quarter.  

Ron & Dorie Smith, Global Sharing (GS), Atascadero. 

On Thanksgiving morning, GS held a Turkey Trot fund raiser  for the homeless ministry

in N. San Luis County. Pray for this ministry to the homeless as they enter the cold & wet

season of the year without the comforts most of us share. 

Jo Shetler, Wycliffe, NC.  

PTL!  Truth marches on!  As Jo finished 3 online Culture meets Scripture workshops last

week, she learned of 4 workshops that have risen out of former groups she had led.  3

groups were in PNG for 2 weeks each, the 4th in W. Asia.  It started in July and still

continues as folks go deeper into cultural traditions searching for scriptural foundations to

change behavior from pleasing "the spirits" to pleasing the LORD.  Pray for the LORD to

continue to bless & give wisdom to Culture meets Scripture groups.

Ryan and  Heather Newman, Thailand, Church of the Nazarenes. 

The Newmans are moving to another house in Thailand this week.  Since September, they

have had 3 sets of airline flights cancelled, been required to quarantine in an expensive

hotel, had their car hit and disabled (while parked), had visa challenges, and now have to

move, while starting ministry with a new organization!  Pray for patience, finances, &

transition back into ministry.

Gary & Robyn Peterson, Wycliffe, Australia.  

As the pandemic started, many Wycliffe partners were encouraged to leave the field to

work online at home. Some are still trying to get back to the field & have had flights

cancelled many times. BUT the work of translation has continued as national partners

have taken on greater responsibility! PTL!  There have been stories of nationals desperate

to find the truth only God can give.

To view pictures of our GBC Missionaries,  click here.
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